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A much debated topic in recent studies of ultrafast exciton dynamics in molecular aggregates has been the
precise definition of the exciton coherence domain in the B850 aggregate of photosynthetic purple bacteria.
In this work we compare several measures of exciton delocalization and their variation with temperature,
inhomogeneous broadening, and time. We find that the exciton wave packet prepared by a 40 fs pulse is
initially delocalized over a substantial portion of the ring and contracts to a significantly smaller size on the
time scale of a few hundreds of femtoseconds. Steady-state absorption and time-dependent pump-probe
spectra of the B850 aggregate are simulated and compare well with previously reported experimental data.
The calculated thermalized exciton wave packet size is in good agreement with previous experimental and
theoretical estimates.

I. Introduction

Molecular aggregates belong to a family of molecular
nanostructures that lies between crystals and isolated molecules.
J-aggregates,1 polymers,2 photosynthetic antenna complexes,3

and dendrimers4,5 are a few examples of such systems. As the
number of chromophores in the aggregate (N) is increased, the
system properties change from molecular to bulk type, and size-
dependent effects must be considered in aggregates, including
energy transfer, resonance interaction, exchange narrowing, and
collective spontaneous emission (superradiance). Collective
excited states, excitons, are formed in molecular crystals and
aggregates due to strong coupling.6,7 In an ideal system, without
exciton-phonon interactions and static disorder, the molecular
exciton states would be perfectly delocalized over the entire
aggregate. However, various perturbations may localize these
states to a part of the aggregate. There are a number of
localization mechanisms to consider: static (on-site energetic
and orientation) disorder, exciton-phonon coupling (dynamic
disorder and polaron formation) and impurities. In one-
dimensional molecular aggregates the delocalization of the
exciton can be well described by a length scale,Ld, i.e., the
number of molecules that share the excitation. In general,
however, higher dimensionalities or fractal structures necessitate
a broader definition of an exciton delocalization domain
(ECD).8,9

The ECD of Frenkel excitons lends itself to a simple real
space visualization, enabling intuitive interpretation of excitation
dynamics and a deeper understanding of how interaction strength
and homogeneous and inhomogeneous broadening contribute
to the spectroscopic properties of the molecular aggregate.

Photosynthetic antenna systems have been used as prototypes
for studies of exciton effects.10 Recently, the structure of the
peripheral light-harvesting complex (LH2) of photosynthetic
purple bacteria was determined to atomic resolution for

Rhodopseudomonas (Rps.) acidophila11 and Rhodospirillium
molischianum.12 LH2 contains two concentric rings of bacterio-
chlorophyll (BChl) molecules named B800 and B850 after their
characteristic Qy absorption maxima at 800 and 850 nm (see
Figure 1). Surrounding the BChl pigments is a cylindrical “cage”
formed byR andâ protein helicies. InRps. acidophila, the B800
ring consists of 9 well-separated BChl molecules, roughly 18
Å apart, with excited states having a localized character.13

Contrary to that, the 18 BChl molecules of the B850 ring are
densely packed with center-to-center distances of about 9 Å,
and strong intermolecular interaction leads to a considerable
delocalization of the excitations. Various experimental and
theoretical techniques have been employed to characterize the
exciton,14-33 and the resulting values ofLd range from a few
pigment molecules15-19 to the entire ring.31,32 In this paper we
will show that the large variation inLd obtained by different
authors is the result of different definitions of the exciton
delocalization, as well as different experimental probes for
exciton coherence.

Localization properties of individual exciton eigenstates can
be defined and analyzed. However, in most experiments the
signals depend on superpositions of many such eigenstates,
making it impossible to connect the individual eigenstates
directly with observables. Mukamel and co-workers have
developed descriptions of optical signals of chromophore
aggregates based on the excitonic density matrixNmn (eq
2.6).34-36 These include nonlinear susceptibilities (frequency
domain)34,35as well as pump-probe, fluorescence, and coopera-
tive spontaneous emission (superradiance).14,15,21,36-39 An elec-
tron-hole density matrix has been also used to measure the
coherence size in conjugated polymers.2,4,40 The diagonal
elements of the density matrixNnn (in the real space, chro-
mophore, representation) give the populations of the various
chromophores. However, more interesting is to look at the
antidiagonal directions, i.e., the variation ofNmn with n - m.35,36

The density matrix is the most natural way of characterizing
the coherence size, and the exciton density matrix provides a
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direct measure of exciton coherence that is closely connected
to experimental signals such as pump-probe15,21and cooperative
spontaneous emission superradiance.41 It is reasonable to assume
that the initial exciton wave packet created by a femtosecond
pulse is delocalized over a substantial part of the ring and
through the mechanisms described earlier it rapidly becomes
localized on a smaller set of chromophores.15,20,42

In this paper we simulate the time dependent localization of
the B850 exciton as reflected in experimental transient absorp-
tion and superradiance measurements. We further compare
several definitions ofLd and examine their differences. The
article is organized as follows: In section II, we present the
Frenkel exciton model for the aggregate and express the pump-
probe spectroscopy and superradiance in terms of the exciton
density matrix. The various definitions ofLd are given and
discussed in section III. Numerical calculations are presented
in section IV, and the conclusions are drawn in section V.

II. The Exciton Density Matrix in Pump -Probe
Spectroscopy and Superradiance Experiments

In this section we briefly review the model that describes
the B850 aggregate as a set of coupled three-level systems. We
discuss the real space doorway-window formulation of ultrafast
pump-probe spectroscopy and superradiance. The time-de-
pendent exciton density matrix will be used to calculate the
different exciton delocalization length estimates defined in the
following section.14,43

The B850 aggregate has a 9-fold ring symmetry consisting
of 18 weakly dimerized BChl(a) molecules (Figure 1). The

model chromophores have a ground state (S0), a first excited
state (S1), and a second excited state (S2). The ground-state
absorption spectrum corresponds to the S0 f S1 transition, the
so-called Qy transition. In our calculations we use a Green
function formulation of the optical response functions in the
real-space doorway-window representation.14,44The calculation
can be divided into three steps: First, (i) the pump pulse excites
an exciton wave packet, the doorway, in the system. During
the pulse delay this initial wave packet then interacts with the
surrounding environment (step ii). Finally, (step iii) the probe
pulse creates a second wave packet, the window, and the
Liouville space overlap with the propagated doorway wave
packet results in the pump-probe signal. The doorway-window
expressions use the Wigner spectrogram representation of the
fields.44,50,51This mixed time and frequency representation is
well suited for the spectroscopic simulations performed in this
paper since pulses of arbitrary shapes and durations can be used.

The electronic motions are described by the Frenkel Hamil-
tonian, which in the Heitler-London approximation reads,45

B̂m
† (B̂m) are the exciton creation (annihilation) operators that

create (remove) an excitation on themth chromophore, satisfying
the commutator relations

Figure 1. Two concentric BChl rings in the LH2 complex ofRps. acidophilaseen in their protein environment. The pigments parallel to the
surface belong to B800 and the perpendicular to B850.11
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The Hamiltonian matrix elements arehmn ) (Enδmn + Jmn) and
gn ≡ 2p((2 - κn

2)Ωn + ∆n)/κn
2 is the nonlinearity parameter.

The energetic offset of the chromophores from a harmonic three-
level structure is measured by∆n so that the energy gap between
the S2 and S1 levels is (Ωn

(2) - Ωn
(1) ) (Ωn + ∆n). gn contain all

the information about the two-exciton state manifold and thus
we can avoid explicit calculation of this manifold.κn is the ratio
of the S1 f S2 and S0 f S1 transition dipoles of the individual
chromophores.45 The polarization operator, which controls the
interaction term between the system and the external field,E(t)
reads

We further assume that the electronic system is linearly coupled
to a bath of harmonic oscillators representing the surrounding
environment. The collective coordinates of the nuclear oscillators
are eliminated using projection operator techniques,46 and the
bath influence on the electronic system is completely contained
in the Redfield relaxation superoperator.46-49

The one-exciton energies and wavevectors can be obtained
from the eigenrelation∑nhmnæR(n) ) εRæR(m) and the transition
dipole in the exciton representation is thenµR ) ∑mæR(m)µm.
Using the exciton basis, the linear absorption spectrum is given
by14

where Γ is a phenomenological electronic dephasing rate,
corresponding to the half-width at half-maxima of the Lorentzian
line-shape function.

The pump-probe signal in the doorway-window representa-
tion was calculated by solving the nonlinear exciton equations
(NEE),45

The exciton density matrix (EDM), is defined as

Following the interaction with the pump, the time-dependent
exciton density matrix can be represented by the propagated
doorway function defined as

where the initial exciton density matrix is given by the doorway
function. Expressions for the doorway (D) and window func-
tions (W), dressed with the Wigner spectrograms of the
pulses,50,51are given in ref 44. The time argumentsτ, τ′, andt2
are related to the time delay between the pump and the probe
pulses, and the overall pulse characteristics, whereasωj 1 and
ωj 2 are the central frequencies of the pump and probe pulses.
The superoperatorGh (t) represents the evolution of the exciton
density matrix. It incorporates the phonon bath influence on
the system using the Redfield relaxation superoperator.48,49,52

Each molecule is coupled to an uncorrelated-oscillator bath,
which is modeled using the spectral density of the overdamped
Brownian oscillator;14,46 see ref 44 for details.

Another observable, the superradiance enhancement factor,
which represents the radiative decay rate of the aggregate
relative to that of the monomer, is given by15

The window function is given byMmn ) dm‚dn and contains all
the relevant geometric information about the system. Heredn

is the unit dipole vector of thenth chromophore. Superradiance
offers perhaps the most direct connection between an experi-
mental observable and the EDM. When all dipoles are parallel
(a linear aggregate),Mmn ) 1, andLs provides a direct estimate
of the exciton delocalization length. OtherwiseLs shows an
interplay of geometry and exciton dynamics. Thus, the super-
radiance factor of a ring structure like B850 does not give a
direct measure of the exciton size. An observedLs can be the
result of the delocalization lengthLs or N0 - Ls, whereN0 is
the system size. This means that smallLs may imply either a
highly localized or delocalized exciton. Additional measure-
ments like the temperature dependence ofLs

18 or single molecule
spectroscopy24 can resolve this ambiguity.

III. Measures of the Exciton Delocalization Length

The extent of delocalization of the optically generated exciton
wave packet strongly influences the signals obtained in various
optical measurements, and in order to fully understand the light-
harvesting energy transfer mechanisms, it is important to
characterize the properties of the basic excitations. Experimen-
tally, Ld has been estimated from pump-probe spectra peak-
splitting17 (the energetic difference between the excited-state
absorption and the ground-state bleaching peaks), the absorbing
dipole strength,25,32,54and superradiance measurements.18,53-55

Theoretically, several tools have been proposed and used to
estimate this property.15,16,23,29Different authors have reported
Ld values ranging from a few pigment molecules15-19 up to the
full ring.31,32Some of this discrepancy may be attributed to the
use of different definitions. However, more importantly, different
experimental techniques are expected to yield different coher-
ence sizes. For instance, time-resolved and steady-state methods
should give different results if the exciton delocalization length
is time dependent. The exciton wave functions are linear
combinations of molecular states, since electronic coupling
causes molecules to behave coherently. The coherence can be
reduced by static and dynamic disorder, which leads to
localization. On the other hand, a short and spectrally broad
excitation pulse creates a coherent superposition of a number
of exciton states, i.e., an excitonic wave packet. Because of
interference, the wave packet may have a major part of its
amplitude in a very localized region of the aggregate.56 The
coherence between exciton levels is rapidly destroyed due to
dephasing and exciton relaxation. In some sense this can be
seen as if an initially localized wave packet is delocalized by
dephasing processes. However, we should keep in mind that
the initially prepared excitonic wave packet (doorway state) may
seem localized even if it has a precise phase-relationship
between different molecular states over the entire aggregate.
This illustrates the possible difficulties in discussing the interplay
of coherence and localization.

A number of different definitions have been used for
characterizing the exciton delocalization length. We reserveLd

for the generic exciton delocalization length and denote specific
measures by different subscripts. Meier, Chernyak and Muka-
mel15 considered the entire|Nmn(t)| (both diagonal and off-
diagonal elements) as a distribution. The exciton delocalization

P ) ∑
n

µn(B̂n
† + B̂n) (2.3)

Sabs(ω) ) ∑
R

2|µR|2εR

(ω - εR)2 + Γ2
(2.4)

Spp(τ,ωj 2,ωj 1) )

∑
mn
∫0

∞
dτ′∫0

∞
dt2 Wmn(τ-τ′,ωj 2) Nmn(τ′-t2,ωj 1) (2.5)

Nmn(t) ) 〈B̂m
† (t) B̂n(t)〉 (2.6)

Nmn(τ′-t2,ωj 1) ≡ ∑
kl

Gh mn,kl(t2) Dkl(τ′-t2,ωj 1) (2.7)

Ls(τ) ) ∑
mn

MmnNmn(τ) (2.8)
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length, was then defined as the inverse participation ratio
associated with this distribution

In this expression,N0 is the system size and the EDM is defined
in eq 2.7.LF is a length scale on which the EDM decays along
the anti-diagonal direction, and an intuitive measure that
connects directly with experimental measurements.

Kühn and Sundstro¨m23 defined the exciton delocalization
length (Lks) as the full width half-maximum (fwhm) of the
distribution function

This measures an autocorrelation distribution for siten of the
exciton density matrix, averaged over the coherence contribu-
tions from all other sites in the aggregate.Lks is obtained by
calculating the distribution fromn ) 0 to 8 (for B850 of LH2)
and taking the fwhm of this distribution. If the excitation is
completely localized at one site (e.g., site 0), the distribution
will be 1 at site 0 and exactly 0 for sites 1-8, but if the
excitation is more delocalized, the distribution will be broader
according to the extent of coherence between the pigments.
Furthermore, all one-exciton wave functions except for the
lowest and highest (usually denotedk ) 0 and 9) are oscillatory
and therefore the fwhm estimate will be increasingly difficult
to obtain with increasing exciton delocalization. If the coherence
between the exciton levels is dephased, this definition corre-
sponds exactly to the autocorrelation definition used in refs 18
and 30.

The participation ratio is based on general properties of
distribution functions. The localization characteristics of a
disordered system can be described using a set of functions
based on the sum over the density distribution of the wave
function57-60

whereæi is the wave function for theith exciton level for a
one-dimensional discrete lattice. This quantity may be averaged
over the Boltzmann distribution of exciton states

I1 ) 1 whereas 1/I2, known as the inverse participation ratio, is
a measure of the width of the distribution and can be used as
an estimate of the exciton delocalization length.

Leegwater16 defined the exciton delocalization length as a
generalized inverse participation ratio

where æR is the exciton wave function andΓ is the exciton
dephasing rate.PR ) exp(-εR/kBT) is the Boltzmann factor of
stateR and Z ) ∑R exp(-εR/kBT) is the canonical partition
function wherekB is the Boltzmann constant.

The ordinary inverse participation ratio,29 a special case of
Lgr, has been extensively used for light-harvesting systems.20,26,30

By settingΓ ) 0, eq 3.5 yields

It is straightforward to add time dependence to the definitions
of Lgr and Lipr by including the population dynamics of the
exciton states (PR(t)). However, inter-exciton-level coherence
and dephasing are not accounted for in these two definitions.

IV. Application to the B850 System

We describe the B850 antenna by a model aggregate made
out of 18 three-level systems with dipole-dipole coupling.
Existing literature does not provide unique values for the
characteristics of these systems. A wide range of interaction
strengths has been proposed for the B850 aggregate, ranging
from 200 up to 800 cm-1. Accumulating evidence suggests a
nearest neighbor interaction of about 300 cm-1; for a review
see ref 30. We have estimated the interaction energies using
the structure ofRps. acidophilaand assuming dipole-dipole
interaction. The B850 aggregate consists of a slightly dimerized
ring-structure where the nearest neighbor interactions alternate
betweenJ ) 340 and 230 cm-1. All other pairwise interaction
terms are included, but they are all less or equal to 46 cm-1.
The disorder was drawn from a Gaussian distribution function

where the distribution ofεn represent the uncorrelated static
fluctuations of the energy levels caused by the surrounding
protein cage, andσ is the variance of this distribution. We used
a width (σinh) of the inhomogeneous broadening (energetic
disorder) of 255 cm-1 (variance); see Figure 2. This disorder is
in agreement with values used in other recent works.15,18,30The
homogeneous (the inverse of dephasing constant),Γ ) 75 cm-1,
and the transition energy for the first excited molecular state
(S0 f S1), Ei ) 12 426 cm-1, were estimated by comparing
the calculated linear and transient absorption spectra with the
experimental room-temperature spectra. The assignment of the

LF(t) ) [N0∑
mn

|Nmn(t)|2]-1[(∑
mn

|Nmn(t)|)2] (3.1)

Cn(t) ≡ ∑
m

|〈Nm,m+n(t)〉disorder| (3.2)

In ) ∑
i

|æi|2n (3.3)

In ) ∑
i

(Pi

Z)|æi|2n (3.4)

Lgr
-1 ) ∑

i,R,R′
|〈i|æR〉|2xPR

Z

Γ2

Γ2 + (ωR - ωR′)
2
|〈i|æR′〉|2xPR′

Z
(3.5)

Figure 2. Linear absorption spectra of LH2 fromRps. acidophilaat
room temperature: (open circles) experimentally recorded; (filled
squares) simulated absorption spectra for an inhomogeneous broadening
of 250 cm-1, a homogeneous line width of 75 cm-1, and the first excited
molecular state at 12 426 cm-1.

Lipr
-1 ) ∑

i,R
|〈i|æR〉|4

PR

Z
(3.6)

P(εn) ) 1

σx2π
exp(-εn

2/2σ2) (4.1)
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Figure 3. Panels displaying the result from the corresponding definitions ofLd given in section III. In all cases, the exciton was calculated in the
thermalized state.
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homogeneous and inhomogeneous broadening14 is based on the
separation of the bath fluctuation time scales. We find that the
parameters used here are within the ranges used in the literature.
We point out that at higher temperatures the borderline between
homogeneous and inhomogeneous parts of the spectrum is not
very clear cut and one needs to consider the relevant time scales
of the experimental observables which are used in the analyzes.
Rigorous treatment of the temperature dependence of spectra
goes beyond the scope of the current article, where we have
included the temperature via the Redfield relaxation matrix.

The characteristics of the second excited transition (S1 f S2)
are less known. On the basis of ref 61, we have used an energetic
offset (∆) between the (S1 f S2) and the (S0 f S1) transitions
of ∼500 cm-1 and further assumed that the respective transition
dipoles are parallel and the ratioκ ) µ(1f2)/µ(0f1) is 0.6. All
parameters were further verified by comparing calculated and
measured transient absorption spectra (see below).

We consider the pulse duration to be short compared to the
nuclear dynamics, but long compared to the electronic dephasing
time scale. The snapshot doorway wave packet14 was convoluted
with the Gaussian spectral profile of the excitation pulse,

whereωj 1 is the pulse central frequency with a variance of 151
cm-1 for the pump pulse (which corresponds to a Gaussian pulse
with a fwhm duration of∼40 fs).

In ref 26 the reorganization energy (λ) of the B850 aggregate
was estimated using the three pulse photon echo peak shift
(3PEPS) experiment to be about 40 cm-1. In order for the
Redfield theory to yield relaxation and dephasing rates com-
parable with experiment, we used a reorganization energy of
130 cm-1. This difference is most likely due to our bath model,
consisting of a single overdamped Brownian oscillator per
chromophore. In addition, the aggregate reorganization energy
reported in ref 26 is different from the molecular reorganization
energy used here. We assumed an inverse nuclear relaxation
time (Λ) of 1300 cm-1. These parameters satisfy the necessary
condition,Λ/λ . 1 required for the applicability of the Redfield
equations.

The parameters above will now be used to analyze the exciton
coherence size in LH2. The various measures ofLd are very
similar in the two limiting cases, i.e.,Ld ∼ 18 for zero
temperature without disorder and∼1 in the other extreme limit.
However, for the generalized inverse participation ratio (Lgr)
and the superradiance factor (Ls) the analysis is more subtle.
For the former definition, one needs to letΓ f 0 in order for
Lgr to approach 18 (doing so reduces the definition to that of
the ordinary inverse participation ratio). The superradiance factor
(Ls) for a ringlike structure goes to zero at low temperature
without disorder (see below).

Figure 3 displays the dependence ofLd on temperature and
disorder for the various different definitions. At room temper-
ature, the thermalized Ku¨hn-Sundstro¨m length,Lks, is about 4
BChl pigments, in good agreement with previously reported
results for a static disorder with a Gaussian profile and a variance
of about 210 cm-1.23 As can be seen from the figure, this
definition ofLd depends quite strongly on both temperature and
inhomogeneous broadening.LF results in a qualitatively similar
behavior to Lks, but it decreases much more slowly with
increasing temperature and disorder. A well-defined value of
LF can be calculated under all conditions, even when the

coherence between exciton levels is large. At room temperature
in the thermalized limitLF is about 6 BChl pigments, slightly
larger thanLks. Lipr, andLgr, both show a very weak temperature
dependence but a strong dependence on disorder. A reasonable
static disorder of 250 cm-1 at room temperature results inLipr

∼ 4-5 BChl molecules, whereas the generalized inverse
participation ratio (Lgr) gives around 2 pigments. In addition,
Lgr has a strong dependence on the exciton dephasing rateΓ,
which causes a decrease of the delocalization length at all
temperatures and disorder realizations.

The superradiance factor (Ls) is displayed in Figure 3 as well.
Ls decreases as the temperature and disorder is decreased, in
contrast to the behavior of the delocalization lengths discussed
above. This behavior reflects the specific geometry of the
emitting dipoles included in the definition ofLs (eq 2.8). Since
the lowest exciton state is optically forbidden (weakly allowed
when disorder is included) for the ringlike symmetry of B850,
Ls will decrease at low temperatures when this state becomes
highly populated.Ls is estimated to be∼3 at room temperature
for 250 cm-1 and as the temperature is decreasedLs decreases
slowly to roughly 2 at 6 K. Superradiance of B850 was measured
by Monshouwer et al. in the temperature range from 6 to 300
K;18 the superradiance factor was found to be∼3-4 BChls in
this temperature range. With the same parameters used to fit
the transient absorption spectrum (σinh ) 250 cm-1, Γ ) 75
cm-1) our calculations result in a very similar behavior ofLs,
i.e., Ls ∼ 2.5 at low temperature (<77 K) andLs ∼ 3.2 at 300
K. The superradiance measurements of course yield the ther-
malized value of theLs, since this is a time-integrated technique.

To study the temporal evolution of the delocalization length,
we fixed the disorder at 210 cm-1 and calculatedLd for a series
of time delays at 300 K (see Figure 4, panel A), using the three
definitions that provide a time dependence.Ld is quite large at
short times (∼5-13) and decreases rapidly to∼4-6 sites. Note,
however, thatLks at early times is most likely underestimated
due to the difficulty in determining the fwhm of the distribution
when the coherence between exciton levels is large (see previous
section). The calculations show that the exciton dephasing is
completed in a few hundred femtoseconds.LF has a slower decay
than the other two definitions ofLd, due to the slow population
redistribution predicted in this case, also seen in the time-
dependent DM plot (panel B).

The localization process can be qualitatively described in a
few steps. At time zero,Ld is determined by static properties
such as the inhomogeneous broadening and the extent of the
coherence between exciton levels created by the pulse. The
decrease that takes place at later times is caused by the exciton-
phonon interaction. The rapid initial decay seen in panel A can
be understood by studying panels B, C, and D, which show the
time-dependent EDM elements using the same parameters as
in panel A. The rapid decrease in panel A can be assigned
mainly to the destruction of the initially prepared coherence
between the exciton levels and the initial fast inter exciton level
relaxation. The dynamics above∼250 fs reflect the slower part
of the population relaxation. The final thermalized size ofLd

depends on the combination of the different static parameters
such as temperature, disorder, and exciton dephasing.

Time-resolved transient absorption spectra, measured at both
room temperature and 77 K with∼100 fs pulses,42 suggest a
spectral evolution on a few hundred femtosecond time scale
that may be attributed to the processes leading to exciton
localization. We have fitted both the linear absorption spectrum
(Figure 2) and the transient spectra (Figure 5), using the same
parameter values. Comparing the measured and the calculated

I(ω1 - ωj 1) ) 1

σ1x2π
exp(-(ω1 - ωj 1)

2/2σ1
2) (4.2)
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transient absorption spectra at 200 fs, 500 fs, and 2 ps (Figure
5) strongly suggests that the spectral evolution in fact reflects
exciton relaxation and that the B850 exciton evolves from an
initially large Ld to a substantially smaller size. This evolution
is basically completed in∼1 ps, which is also evident from the
time dependence ofLF (Figure 4). The faster decay ofLks and
Ls is due to the above-mentioned interference problem in the
first case and the weak population dependence of the latter.
Recent experiments on B850 with high time resolution (∼20
fs)25 also suggest a large exciton size at early time and exciton
localization on the time scale of a few hundred femtoseconds.

Finally, in Figure 6 we display the variation of the initial
delocalization length with the pump-pulse wavelength between
870 and 810 nm for three different pulse lengths. We point out

that we are using the time-domain snapshot limit, which means
that we do not calculate the system evolution during the pulses.
Various pulse lengths were simulated via different spectral
widths of the excitation pulse. A shorter pulse generally creates
a largerLd because of the additional delocalization due to the
coherence between exciton levels. The differences betweenLd’s
obtained with 200 fs and 1 ps pulses are negligible since the
relatively narrow spectral width of the pulses almost selectively
excite only one exciton state and very little inter-exciton
coherence is created.Lks does not show any significant
dependence on pulse properties, which is partly related to the
difficulties with exciton state interference.

Our results imply that the variation ofLd values of B850
reported in the literature results from the use of different

Figure 4. (A) Time evolution ofLF (squares),Ls (circles), andLks (triangles). The inhomogeneous disorder has a variance of 250 cm-1 and the
spectral density parametersλ ) 130 cm-1 andΛ ) 1300 cm-1. (B) The 18 population (Nii(t)) elements. (C, D)Amplitude of the largest and the
smaller, respectively, off-diagonal coherence elements (|Nij(t)|). The time-dependent exciton density matrix elements were calculated at room
temperature and with one realization of Gaussian disorder. The pump pulse was tuned to the middle of the one-exciton band, 850 nm.
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techniques and time resolution. Thus, a technique with a time
resolution of<25 fs or a technique probing the instantaneous
spectral properties should be able to capture the initial size of
the exciton wave packet (see also theLd dynamics illustrated
in Figure 4A). On the other hand, a∼100 fs time-resolved
measurement of the kind reported by many authors30,42captures

some of the evolution but does not provide the initial value of
Ld. A steady-state superradiance measurement integratesLd over
the fluorescence lifetime (∼1 ns) of the aggregate and thus
provides the thermalized value. Of course, in principle, spon-
taneous emission could be measured with a time resolution
adequate to resolve the localization process. No such measure-

Figure 5. (A) Experimental pump-probe spectra for three different time delays (squares, 200 fs; circles, 500 fs; triangles, 2.0 ps). (B)Simulated
spectra for the same time delays as in panel A and with the following parameters: second excited molecular state parametersκ ) 0.6 and∆ ) 500
cm-1, respectively;Γ ) 75 cm-1, σinh ) 250 cm-1. (C) Comparison of the simulated (open triangles) with the experimental (filled triangles) spectra
at 2 ps time delay.
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ment has so far been reported. These three different types of
experiments are indicated by the arrows in Figure 4, panel A.

V. Conclusions

We have compared the calculated transient absorption spectra
to the measured spectra for different time delays. We showed
that the spectral dynamics are qualitatively reproduced, both
relaxation time scales and spectral evolution. The spectral
dynamics correspond to localization of the exciton from an initial
substantially delocalized exciton wave packet to a significantly
smaller thermalized exciton and occurs on a time scale of a
few hundred femtoseconds. We have compared several defini-
tions that provide different estimates ofLd for given disorder
parameters and temperature.LF andLks are constructed using
the EDM and sampling over the coherence contributions, but
weight these contributions differently, resulting in different
dependencies on temperature and disorder.LF is for most
parameter values significantly larger thanLks. Lipr andLgr display
similar temperature and disorder dependencies, the former is
weak while the latter is much more pronounced. Finally, we
note that in this paper the exciton-phonon coupling is consid-
ered in the weak-coupling limit which introduces transitions
between exciton levels (exciton relaxation leading to thermal-
ization) but does not modify the exciton wave functions. The
latter would occur in the case of strong electron-phonon
interaction, which leads to polaron formation.42,46,52
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